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Abstract:  
Rough set theory and its hybrid models are new emerging techniques to deal with 
uncertainties, impreciseness and ambiguities. In past few years, researchers are taking 
keen interest in rough set theory, which is an important area of meteorological field 
especially in weather forecasting and in artificial intelligence. In the present 
communication basic concepts and some aspects of rough set theory are defined and 
explained. Its hybrid models namely fuzzy rough and rough fuzzy sets are described in 
detail. Fuzzy rough information measure is characterized and its application is studied 
with illustration. Approximate equalities using rough fuzzy and rough intuitionistic 
fuzzy sets are also given with the conclusion in the end.  
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Introduction 
 

Rough set theory is a comparatively recent mathematical approach to formulate sets with 
imprecise boundaries. Actually, it is a new mathematical technique to deal with ambiguous 
uncertainty in an environment of vagueness. This theory was firstly introduced by Z. Pawlak 
[24] in 1982 and its application was studied in multiple attributes decision analysis in 1991. 
Here, some information is associated with every object in the universe of discourse such that 
objects characterized by the same information are indiscernible in view of the available 
information about them. Thus, the indiscernibility relation generated in this way is 
mathematical basis of his theory. 
The concept of rough set is similar to many other mathematical tools which were developed to 
deal with uncertainty due to vagueness, like the evidence theory [32]. In recent years, the 
theory has developed rapidly worldwide for many applications, in particular for the problems   
of knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD). A rough set makes use of lower and upper 
approximations with the boundary of the region. In case the boundary region is non-empty, the 
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set is rough set, otherwise it is crisp set. Rough set theory has its own importance in artificial 
intelligence and in cognitive sciences, particularly in the areas, like  pattern recognition, 
machine learning, inductive reasoning, knowledge acquisition, etc. The concept of rough set 
theory sometimes overlaps with Dempster-Shafer theory [32] of evidence. But the main 
difference between these is that the main tool in Dempster-Shafer theory is belief function, 
while in rough set theory, lower and upper approximations sets are used. No preliminary and 
additional information is needed in rough set theory like membership grade in fuzzy set 
theory, probability distribution in statistics and basic probability assignment in Dempster-
Shafer theory. Dubois and Parade [5] introduced the concept of hybridization of rough set with 
fuzzy set into fuzzy rough set to deal with the problems containing ambiguity, uncertainty and 
incompleteness in data. That was studied by Nakamura[22] and widely applied by Nanda and 
Majumdar [23]. The fuzzy rough set sums up the connectivity between indiscernibility of 
rough set and vagueness of fuzzy set. Also, fuzzy rough set is more advance tool than rough 
set as it solves large number of problems in machine learning.  
As we know that in traditional rough set theory the targets are ordinary in nature but in real life 
problems the targets are fuzzy in nature. It is not possible to describe this kind of targets 
merely by using rough set theory only. Therefore, Dubois and Prade [5] defined the concept of 
rough fuzzy set to handle such situation by hybridization of rough set with fuzzy set.   

In the present paper, we have studied the rough set, fuzzy rough set and rough fuzzy set in 
detail. In section 2, the rough set is defined with an example and some aspects of rough set 
theory are also explained. A new fuzzy rough information measure is proposed and its validity 
is checked axiomatically in section 3. Its application in a decision making problem is studied 
and illustrated with an example. Rough fuzzy set, proper rough approximation of fuzzy set and 
the technique to reduce the ambiguity in boundary region of fuzzy set are described in section 
4. In section 5, approximation rough equalities and approximate rough fuzzy equalities are 
enumerated and compared. Rough intuitionistic fuzzy set and its approximate equalities are 
explained in section 6. Discussion and conclusion are given in section 7 with references in the 
end. 

1. Rough Set 

Definition 2.1[35]: Let U  be a non-empty finite set of objects and R be an equivalence 

relation defined on U  called as indiscernibility relation. The pair ),( RUA  is called as the 

approximation space. Equivalence classes of R  is contained in the quotient set RU / . Now, 

suppose UA , then the rough set is defined by lower and upper approximations as  

},][|{)( AxUxAapr RR 
  and  

}][|{)(  AxUxAapr RR . 

The pair ))(),(( AaprAapr RR
is called rough set w.r.t. set A. 

Let A and R are the lower and upper membership functions of rough set A and R 

respectively. Then, we can express lower and upper membership functions as 

)}({)()( yInfx AAapr
R

  , where Uy and ,),( Ryx    

)}({)(
)(

ySupx AAaprR
  , where Uy  and ,),( Ryx   (2.1) 

and 
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)},,(1{)()( yxInfx RAapr
R

  where ,Ay     

 )},,({)(
)(

yxSupx RAaprR
  where Ay .   (2.2) 

Next, the membership functions for boundary cases are defined as 

1)()( xUR and .,0)(
)(

Uxx
R




  

Based on the definition as given above of membership functions, lower and upper 
approximations are interpreted as given below and these aspects are significant in 
hybridization of fuzzy and rough sets: 

 0),( yxR , if any element Ay and xy  for an element Ax . 

 1),( yxR ,if any element Ay and xy  for an element Ax .  

 
For a rough set, the weak and strong functions are as given below: 

}.|)],(),({min[)(

}|)],(1),({max[)(

)(

)(

UyyxySupx

and

UyyxyInfx

RAAR

RAAR









    (2.3) 

The important properties for two rough sets ),()( xxXA  and ),()( yyYA  are as 

follows: 

(i) ),()()( YXYXYAXA   

(ii) ),()()( YXYXYAXA   

(iii) ),()()( YXYXiffYAXA   

(iv) The rough complement of )(XA in ),( RU denoted by )(XA and is given by  

),()( XUXUXA   

(v) ),()()( YXYXYAXA  . 

Example 2.1.Medical data of a survey conducted in a hospital is given in the following table: 

Table 2.1: Medical Data 

P  Cough Temperature Covid-flu 

1P  yes High yes 

2P  yes Normal no 

3P  no Normal no 

4P  yes very-high yes 

5P  no High no 

6P  no very-high yes 

7P  no High yes 

8P  no very-high  no  
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The indiscernibility classes are given below: 

}},{},,{},{},{},{},{{},{ 86754321 PPPPPPPPeTemperaturCoughR  .Let

},,,{})(|{ 76411 PPPPyesPCovidfluPX  and

},,,{})(|{ 85322 PPPPnoPCovidfluPX  , 

}.,,,{)(},,,,,,{)(},,{)( 876518765411411 PPPPXBNPPPPPPXAprPPXApr R 

}.,,,{)(},,,,,,{)(},,{)( 876528765322322 PPPPXBNPPPPPPXAprPPXApr R   

Hence the decision class is rough set. 

Example2.2. In this example the data of medical survey as mentioned in example 2.1 is 

considered with one more symptom muscle pain and removing the patients 87 , PP . The 

medical survey of hospital is given in the following table 2.2: 

Table 2.2: Medical Survey Data 

P  Cough Muscle Pain Temperature Covid Flu 

1P  Yes yes high yes 

2P  Yes yes normal no 

3P  No yes normal no 

4P  Yes yes very-high yes 

5P  No no high no 

6P  No yes very-high yes 

  
)}(),(),(),(),(),{(},,{ 654321 PPPPPPeTemperaturMusclepainCoughR  .   

Let },,{})(|{ 6411 PPPyesPCovidfluPX  and

},,{})(|{ 5322 PPPnoPCovidfluPX 
 )(},,,{)(},,,{)( 164116411 XBNPPPXAprPPPXApr R

.  

In example 2.1 the decision class is rough set and in this example it is crisp set depending on 
its boundary.  
 
2.1 Accuracy of an Approximation 

 

The ratio of the number of object which can positively be placed in, to the number of object 
that can possibly be placed in X is termed as accuracy of the rough set.  

Let ),( RUA  be an approximation space and .UX  Further, if )(X and )(X are the 

total number of atoms in )(XApr and )(XApr respectively, then the accuracy of 

approximation of X in A is given by: 

where
X

X
X

A

A

A ,
)(

)(
)(




  0)( XA and .1)(0  XA  
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NOTE: If )(X and )(X are equal then 1)( XA and the set X is said to be crisp set 

with respect to A. and if )(X and )(X are not equal then 1)( XA  and the set X is 

called rough set with respect to A. 
 

2.2 Rough Equality of Sets 
 

In rough equality, sets are termed as roughly top, roughly bottom and roughly equal. 

 Let ),( RUA  ,whereX, Y and an approximation space are contained in U, then  

(a) Set X and Y are known as roughly top equal in A and written as ,~ YX A iff 

).()( YAprXApr AA   

(b) Set X and Y are known as roughly bottom equal in A and written as ,~ YX A iff 

).()( YAprXApr
AA

  

(c) Set X and Y are called roughly equal in A and written as ,YX A iff YX A~  and 

.~ YX A  

 

2.3 Some Aspects of Rough Set Theory 
 In present era the requirement of rough set theory is increasing rapidly and real life 
applications are the proof of that demand. It is a well established tool which deals with 
uncertainty, imprecise and noise in data and some new software is under development for 
processing and analysing the rough data. Using rough set theory the problems that can be 
approached are estimation of data significance, pattern recognition, elimination of superfluous 
data, classification of data and generation of decision algorithms from data.  In view of easy 
operations, the theory of rough set is considered as an important tool for information 
processing in the field of novel thinking and innovation. Consequently, the researchers have 
developed unique methods in the research area of intelligence information processing [27, 17]. 
Presently, the researchers in the field of rough theory mainly concentrate on three aspects, 
namely theoretical, applicability and algorithmic, which are described as given below: 

 

 
 

 Data distribution models of rough set like cloud, probabilistic and decision theoretic 
rough sets models. 

 Based on target concepts, optimal approximation sets. 
  New algebraic structure of rough sets.  
 Extending classical models of rough set to generalized models of rough set. 
 Combination of rough set with newly developed methods like artificial intelligence 

and soft computing. 
 
 
 

(a) The Theoretical Aspect 
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 Rough set theory in intelligent control system. 

 Filtering of E-mail. 
 Intelligent dispatching. 

 Rough set theory in error diagnosis. 
 Prediction and Control. 
 Medical Diagnosis. 
 Pattern Recognition. 
 Pattern Classification. 
 Power System Error Deduction. 
 Industrial Error Deduction. 

 Rough set theory in massive data processing. 
 Intelligence analysis. 
 Analysing the data of gene expression. 

 Rough set theory in image processing. 
 Image segmentation and enhancement. 
 Image classification. 
 Remote sensitive image processing. 

 Rough set theory in data mining. 
 Selection of core attributes. 
 Reducing the datasets. 
 Attribute extraction. 
 Generate the decision rule and pattern recognition. 

 Rough set theory in wireless sensor network. 
 Identifying the core attributes for selection of cluster or for forming 

clustering. 
 Using neural network and rough set fault can be deducted in nodes. 

 Rough set theory in meteorological pattern classification. 
 Sunspot classification. 
  The storm events which are responsible for severe weather condition 

are detected. 
 Rough set theory in medical science. 

 Diagnosis the abdominal pain in children by discharge observation, 
further investigation and consultation. 

 Diagnosis of cancer, tumour and other serious breath taking diseases. 
 

 

(i) Neural network algorithm and it is useful in pre-processing the data which 
improve the convergence speed of neural network. This method was given by 
Skowron et al. [33] in 1996.  

(ii) In 2013 Xu et al. [43] discussed another method that is combining rough set 
with support vector machine. 

(b) The Application Aspect 

(c) The Algorithmic Aspect 
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(iii) Roy et al. [29] from cloud models derived models of rough set. 
(iv) Heuristic algorithm [2, 3]. 
(v) The empirical learning system [8, 9].  

(vi) Misinem et al. [18] gave an algorithm by combining genetic algorithm and 
particle swarm optimization algorithm. 

Rough set theory is developing rapidly and researchers in this area are very active during 
last thirty years. A number of papers published in rough set theory increase its academic 
and applied value. Further, we see the academic conferences are being held at home and 
abroad to promote the theory of rough set and its applications. A few important academic 
activities are mentioned as 

 First international workshop was organized on rough set theory and its 
application at Poland in the year 1992. 

 2ndinternational workshop was held in Canada in 1993. 
 Third international workshop was held in America 1994. 
 Pawlak paper “Rough Sets” in 1995 expanded the influence of rough set theory 

internationally. 
 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th international workshops were organised in Japan and United-

States in 1996-1999 respectively on rough set. 
 In the year of 2007 and 2012, the first session of International Joint Conference 

on Rough Set (IJCRS) was organised and thereafter, it is being held every year. 
 Joint Rough Set Symposium (JRS2014) was held in Granada and Madrid, Spain 

from July 9-13, 2014. 
 A workshop on Fuzzy and Rough Sets for knowledge discovery (WFRKD 2016) 

organised by Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi. 
 International Conference on Rough Set Theory and Mathematical Applications 

was organized virtually by Department of Mathematics Sri Sivasubramaniya 
Nadar College of Engineering, Rajiv Gandhi Salai, Kalavakkam, Tamil Nadu, 
India, from January 8-9, 2021.  

Rough set theory has made tremendous achievements in many fields like medical 
diagnosis, pattern recognition, data mining, image processing, meteorological science, 
etc. It has become one of the main tool and model for granular computing. However, 
there are many other problems which invite the attention of the researchers, like pattern 
recognition, real life problems, etc. 

2. Fuzzy Rough Set 
 
One of the generalisations of rough set is fuzzy rough set. To deal with data which 
involves incompleteness and vagueness, Namkamura [22] and Dubois & Prade [5] 
introduced the concept of fuzzy rough sets by hybridizing of rough set with fuzzy set. 
Nanda and Majumdar [23] used this hybrid model in their research work. It is derived by 
approximating the fuzzy set in a crisp approximation space. When universal set of a fuzzy 
set is rough due to some equivalence relation, then lower approximation and upper 
approximation are defined. In real valued data there is always a chance of loss of 
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information due to discreteness of rough sets. This problem can be overcome by 
preferring fuzzy rough set over rough set 

Definition 3.1[35]: Let a universal setU of rough sets be given with USSS  ),( , 

then  ),( AAA   is called fuzzy rough set in S and expressed as 

]1,0[: AA  
and ]1,0[: A

A
 , where Aa

AA  , . 

The fuzzy rough set in S is given by }|),,{( AaaA
AA   , where ),(

AA  are the 

lower and upper membership functions of set A. 

3.1 Fuzzy rough information measure 
Shannon [30] gave the degree of uncertainty for probability distribution ‘P’ and called it 
entropy, 

i

n

i
i pppH ln)(

1



 , where Ppi        (3.1) 

Renyi [28] suggested logarithmic entropy for probability distribution ‘P’ given by 

 

,0,0,ln
1

1
)(

1




 





 
n

i
iR pPH

 
.                      (3.2) 

where Ppi  . 

Analogous to (3.1) De luca and Termini [4] defined the following fuzzy entropy: 





n

i
iiii xxxxkH

1

)1ln()1(ln)( ,     (3.3) 

where is a fuzzy variable taking values },.......,,,{ 321 nxxxx and k is a positive constant.  

Jiang et al. [13] defined entropy I(w) for interval valued fuzzy soft set as  


 

 
n

i

m

j
iFiF xxwI

Jj
1 1

)()( ))),(1)((1()(   AUx  , ,   (3.4) 

where ),ˆ( AFw  and )(),( )()( xx FF

  are the lower and upper membership degrees of 

the object.  
Some authors used Shannon’s [30] concepts to calculate uncertainty in rough set like 
Kosko [14], Liu [16],Gupta et al. [10, 11, 12] and Sharma et al. [34, 35]. De Luca and 
Termini [4] introduced some axiom to characterize fuzzy information measure as given 
below:  
A real valued function ),,0[: Ae is called fuzzy information measure on “ ” if e 

satisfies the following four conditions∀  &  ∈ : 
(a) ( ) =  0,  =  0, 0   = 1, 1  . .  & = 0  1. 
(b) ( ) = ( ). 
(c)  assumes a unique value i.e. ( ) = 1 for = 0.5, 0.5 means for & = 0.5. 
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(d) ( ) ≥ ( ), if  is crisper than , . .  ≥   ≤ 0.5( ≤ 0.5)  ≥   ≥
0.5 ≥ 0.5 .   
  

Corresponding to Jiang et al. [13] fuzzy entropy, a fuzzy rough information measure is 
proposed and its validity is also checked. 

Let A be a fuzzy rough set in },......,,{ 21 nxxxX  , then Xxxx iii  ),( , the fuzzy 

rough information measure for set A is given by  





n

i
ii xx

n
AE

1

|])(1|1[
1

)(       (3.5) 

 
The fuzzy rough information measure (3.5) is valid if the following axioms due to De Luca 
and Termini [4] are satisfied: 

(i) Let a fuzzy rough set in },.....,,,{ 321 nxxxxX  be A, then ,),(  x i Xxx ii  if A is 

a crisp set i.e. 0, ii xx or 1, 0)( AE and conversely, if 0)( AE , then A is a crisp 

set.  

Proof: If A is crisp i.e. 0ix or 1 & 0ix or 1 then from (3.5) 

.0|])00(1|1[
1

)(
1

 


n

in
AE  

Conversely, 0)( AE  if and only if )0,0(),(  x i  ii xx or (1, 1). 

Hence, the first axiom is satisfied. 

(ii) If a fuzzy rough set in },.....,,,{ 321 nxxxxX  be A, then ,),(  x i Xxx ii 

)()( AEAE c   

Proof: 



n

i
ii

c xx
n

AE
1

|]))1()1((1|1[
1

)(    

  



n

i
ii

c xx
n

AE
1

|]))(2(1|1[
1

)(   





n

i
ii

c xx
n

AE
1

|])(1|1[
1

)( . 

)()( AEAE c   

     Thus, the second axiom holds.  

(iii) Let a fuzzy rough set in },.....,,,{ 321 nxxxxX  be A, then ,),(  x i Xxx ii 

)(AE assumes a unique value for ]5.0,5.0[x .  
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Proof: For ]5.0,5.0[x , we have 

.1|])5.05.0(1|1[
1

)(
1

 


n

in
AE   

So the third axiom is satisfied.  

(iv) Let *, AA be fuzzy rough sets in },.....,,,{ 321 nxxxxX  , where ),( iii xxx  ,

Xxxx jjj  ),( are fuzzy rough values of *AandA respectively, then 

)()( *AEAE  if A is crisper than *A i.e. ij xx   for 5.0ix )5.0( ix and 

ij xx   for 5.0ix ).5.0( ix  

Proof: Case (i) If ij xx 
 for 5.0ix )5.0( ix , where

5.0 ij xx
and

5.0 ij xx , then  

 

 

|])(1|1[|])(1|1[ iijj xxxx   

 


|])(1|1[
1

|])(1|1[
1

1
ii

n

j
jj xx

n
xx

n
 

Hence, )()( * AEAE   

 

Case (ii) Let ij xx  for 5.0ix )5.0( ix , where 5.0 ij xx and 5.0 ij xx ,  

then )()( * AEAE  in view of E(A)is a decreasing function in [0.5, 1].  

Thus, the fourth axiom is also satisfied.  
Since all the four axioms are satisfied, therefore the proposed information measure is a 
valid fuzzy information measure.  
 

3.2 Application in Decision Making 
In this section application of information measure (3.5) in decision making problem is 
explained by a numerical example. 

Let us consider ),( SP is a fuzzy rough set, where },,,,{ 54321 pppppP  is the set of 

pesticides and },,,{ 4321 ssssS  is the set of parameters for pesticides. Among the given 

pesticides the aim is to choose which pesticide is best in term of which attribute using the 
information measure (3.5). The fuzzy rough set in the form of table is given below: 

iijj xxxx 
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Table 3.1:Fuzzy Rough Set 

                   S 
P                    

1s  2s  3s  4s  

1p  [0.9, 1] [0.2,0.4] [0.1,0.4] [0.3,0.6] 

2p  [0,0.2] [0.7,0.1] [0.1,0.5] [0,0.1] 

3p  [0.7,0.8] [0,0.1] [0.4,0.6] [0.4,0.7] 

4p  [0.1,0.2] [0.3,0.5] [0.1,0.4] [0.9,1] 

5p  [0.5,0.7] [0.6,0.8] [0.2,0.4] [0.6,0.8] 

 
Using the information measure (3.5) the uncertainties among pesticides and attributes are 
calculated as 

Table 3.2: Uncertainties among Pesticides and Attributes 
 

              S 
P 

1s  2s  3s  4s  

1p  .1 .6 .5 .9 

2p  .2 .8 .6 .1 

3p  .5 .1 1 .9 

4p  .3 .8 .5 .1 

5p  .8 .6 .6 .6 

 

Now the uncertainty among pesticides and attributes by using information measure (3.5) is
53.020/6.10)( PE . Comparing the uncertainty )(PE with those in the table 3.2 and 

choosing the  lower uncertainties than )( pE we conclude that pesticide 1p is good in term of 

attributes 31 & ss , 2p is good in term of attributes 41 & ss , 3p is good in term of attributes

21 ,&ss , 4p is good in term of attributes 431 &, sss and 5p is worst among all the five 

pesticides.   

The information measure (3.5) is completely a new approach to calculate uncertainty in fuzzy 
rough set. Also, calculation part is much easier in case of this fuzzy rough in formation 
measure as compared to other fuzzy rough information measures.  
 

3. Proper Rough Approximation of a Fuzzy Set 

Definition 4.1 [6]: Inclusion, Complement and Strong α-Cut of a Fuzzy set 

For any fuzzy set A and B of a finite universal set U the inclusion, complement and strong α-
cut are defined as follows: 

(a) A is said to be subset of B iff )()( iBiA xx   Uxi  . 
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(b) The complement of any fuzzy set A is given by )(1)( iAi
C
A xx   , where

Uxi  for every i. 

(c) For a fuzzy set A the strong α-cut is defined as })(/{   xUx A and denoted 

by ][A . 

Definition 4.2 [6]: Threshold on a Fuzzy Set 
 
Let D is a set of domain having following properties: 

 )1,0(D  

 For the computational fuzzy set A, eliminate the values )(),( xx C
AA  Ux

from domain D, if exist. 
 After completing the computation using fuzzy set A, include the values removed in 

property second that is )(),( xx C
AA  Ux in domain D, provided set A must 

not involve in further computation. 

Let },.....,,{ 21 nxxxU  is a universal set and  ,,, 21  be the threshold values, then the 

thresholds assume one of the values of the domain ‘D’, where ‘D’ is constructed using fuzzy 
sets A and B. 

Definition 4.3 [6]: x Essential 

Let A be a given fuzzy set, then ][ AA   and ][ AA   are the lower approximation and 

upper approximation with regard to α respectively.  

A fuzzy set F in fuzzy algebra  is said to be x essential with respect to U/R if 

 CF  for any C 
 CF  or .1

1





  CF  

 FC  for any C 
 FC  or .1

1





  FC  

Generally, 
  AAA  ])[ leads to ambiguity regarding boundary region. We describe a 

technique to reduce this ambiguity in the following theorem: 
 
Theorem 4.1[6].For any fuzzy sets A and B with given threshold value α, whenever BA  , 

Then one of thefollowing results holds: 

(a) A and B are not comparable. 

(b)  BA  and  BA  . 

(c) 
 BA  .  

 

Proof: In case 
 BA  the result is true obviously. But when 

 AB  , then 

   the following cases arise: 

(a) Let ][][  
 BABA  , then B is the upper approximation of A 

i.e. 
 AB  and that is contradiction. 
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(b) Let 
  ABBA  ][][ and 

 AB  , again B is the upper 

approximation of A i.e. 
 AB  and that is contradiction.  

(c) Let ][][  
 BAAB  and 

 AB  , then A is the lower 

approximation of B and that is contradiction.  

(d) Let 
  ABAB  ][][ , then  BA  and  BA  . 

Consequently, A become the upper approximation of B and that implies

 BA  and  BA  . 

 

Theorem 4.2[6].If any fuzzy set A is x -essential w.r.t. U/R, then its compliment is also  

roughly essential with respect to U/R.  

Proof: Let FAC  for F , where  is the algebra.  

Since A is x  essential then by definition 4.4 of x  essential we have,


 AF C )(  but CC FF )()( 1 


 , therefore  AF C  )( 1 

  1)( FA C .  

Since, 


 1)()( CC AA implies 



  1

1)( FAC    (4.1) 

In the similar way if CAF  we get 



  1

1 )( CAF   (4.2) 

From equation (4.1) and (4.2) it can be concluded that complement of‘A’ is

x  essentialset w.r.t U/R. 

 

Theorem 4.3[6].If two fuzzy set A and B are x  essential w.r.t. U/R then their union is also  

x essential with respect to U/R. 

Proof:  If FBA  , then  

FA  and 



 FBFAFB  ,   

and 





 FBAFBA  )( .     (4.3)

  
Let us suppose )()( BFAFFBAF  , then 

AFFA  and BFFB   

AFA  and BFB  .   

Since A and B are x  essential, therefore 


 AFA )( and 

 BFB )(  





 )()()()( BAFFBAFF BABA  . 

  Hence, 
 )( BAF  .      (4.4 

   Consequently, from equation (4.3) and (4.4) it can be conclude that union of two x  

essential sets is also x  essential.  
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From theorems (4.2) and (4.3), it can be concluded that collection of x  is an essential set 

with respect to U/R which forms an algebra in  and that contains all the elements of U/R. 

Further is the algebra of fuzzy sets, then a sub algebra in  of x  essential with respect to 

U/R is given by RUC / . By using definition 4.1 for strong α-cut, every element of RUC /  can be 

defuzzified and collection of defuzzified elements is denoted by ( / ). Thus, it may be 
noted that ‘Defuzzification’is an inverse transformation and that maps the output from fuzzy 
domain back into crisp domain.  
 

4.1 Refinement of any Partition 
Let },....,,,{ 321 tXXXXZ   be any partition of universe of discourse U. The element of 

partition Z lies in },...,,,{)/( 321 sAAAARUC  . The refinement Z  of partition Z can be 

obtained by using algorithm given below: 
 
Algorithm for Refinement  
Step 1.Compute the set {}},{)/(  ZRUCM  . 

Step 2.Compute the cardinality of every element of M. 
Step 3. If cardinality of each element of M is zero then go to step 7, otherwise go to step 4. 
Step 4. Locate a set ‘A’ (say) with least positive cardinality.  
Step 5. }{AZZ   

Step 6. },/{ MBABM  go to step 2. 

Step 7. Write the set Z   . 
Step 8. End of the algorithm. 

As Z   is the refinement of Z, thus the rough fuzzy approximation of any fuzzy set reduce the 
ambiguity.  

4. Rough Fuzzy Set  
 
Definition 5.1[40]: If (U, R) is an approximation space and R is an equivalence relation with  

regard to },...,...,,,{/ 321 nXXXXRU  , and )(),( XRXR are respectively the lower and 

upper approximations of X, then  XRXR , are fuzzy set in ]1,0[/ RU  for any )(UFX 
satisfying the following properties: 

(i) ),())(( yXInfXXR
jXyj   

(ii) ),())(( yXSupXXR
jXyj  nj ,.....,4,3,2,1  

Consequently, )}(),({ XRXR is hybridization of rough set with fuzzy set and is known as 

rough fuzzy set in X.” 
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5.1 Properties of Rough Fuzzy Set 
The properties for two rough fuzzy sets are defined as given below: 

(a) )()( AA  , )()( AA  . 

(b) UU  and   . 

(c) ,)( BABA  BABA  )( . 

(d) ),( BABA  )( BABA  . 

(e) AAA  . 

(f) ),(AAA  AAA )( . 

(g) AA  , .AA  

(h) Rough fuzzy sets are monotonic in nature w.r.t. sets, for example BABA 

and .BA   
(i) Rough fuzzy sets are monotonic with respect to equivalence relation also. Let R1 and 

R2 are two equivalence relations and  F be a rough fuzzy set then 

1221 RR FFRforR  and .
21 RR FF   

Now, corresponding to rough set and rough fuzzy set approximate equalities are described and 
compared.  

5.2 Approximate Rough Equalities 
 
In real life problems the equality of sets was found to be very restrictive in mathematical 
sense. So, depending on knowledge in hand about universe’s structure, Novotny and Pawlak 
[19, 20and 21] introduced three notions of approximate equalities. Tripathy et al. [36, 42] 
extended these notions to define the equalities of rough set with some real life example. Using 
hybrid approach of rough fuzzy sets studied by Tripathy et al. [38],four types of approximate 
equalities were introduced by Tripathy [39] with extension to fuzzy sets.Pawlak [25] in his 
study noted that all the approximate equalities are of relative nature.. Three types of 
approximate equalities introduced by Novotny and Pawlak [19, 20, and 21] are namely rough, 
bottom rough and top rough equalities. These approximate equalities are given below: 
 

a. Rough Equalities: When both upper approximation and lower approximation of two 
sets are equal that is termed as rough equalities. 

b. Approximate Rough Equalities: When upper approximation of two sets are either 

together equal to universal set or not equal to universal set i.e. XR  and YR are U or 

U together and YRXR  , it is termed as approximate rough equalities. 

c. Rough Equivalence: When upper approximation of two sets are either together equal 

to universal set or not equal to universal set i.e. XR  and YR are U or U together 
and lower approximations of the sets are together equal to ϕ or not equal to ϕ. This 
type of equality is known as rough equivalence.  
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d. Approximate Rough Equivalence: When upper approximation of two sets are equal 

i.e. YRXR  and lower approximations of the sets are together equal to ϕ or not 
equal to ϕ. This type of equality is known as approximate rough equivalence.  
 

Novotny and Pawlak [19, 20, 21] introduce several properties of rough equalities and after 
interchanging bottom and top approximate equalities several new properties were obtained by 
Pawlak [25], Tripathy [37, 39] and Tripathy et al. [36, 42] known as replacement properties. 
Few properties of replacement actually holds and some holds under suitable conditions.  
 
5.2.1 Comparisons  
       Here comparison of approximate equalities is described as follows: 

(a) Two sets are lower approximately equal iff they are having the samelower 
approximations. However, this condition holds rarely when approximately equal 
rough sets are defined.  

(b) It is quite general that the two approximate equalities together equal to universal 
set or not, but sometimes this result does not occur true. Two sets are upper 
approximately equal if there is freedom in defining equality in approximate sense 
or they have same upper approximations.  

(c) The most natural and best approximate rough equality among all four equalities is 
third and it implies that the concepts of approximate rough equivalence, it is 
neither unnatural nor unconvincing. 

(d) The worst equality considered among all four equalities is the fourth one.  
 

5.3  Approximate Rough Fuzzy Equalities 

 
If X and Y are two fuzzy sets on the universal set U and their lower and upper approximations 

are denoted by YRXR , and YRXR , respectively, then the fuzzy sets associated with these 

approximations are FFFF YRXRYRXR )(,)(,)(,)( . The “ cutt ” of any fuzzy set A is 

denoted by A . This set contains those elements of U which have their value of membership 

greater than . The types of rough fuzzy equalities are as follows: 
a. α- Rough Fuzzy Equality: When cutt of upper and lower approximations of two 

sets are equal then it can be said that the set contains α- rough fuzzy equality. 
b. α-Approximate Rough Fuzzy Equality: When cutt of lower approximations of 

two sets are equal and cutt of upper approximations are either together equal to 
universal set or not, then the set contains α-approximate rough fuzzy equality. 

c. α- Rough Fuzzy Equivalence: When cutt of upper approximations of two sets 
are either together equal to universal set or not and cutt of lower approximations 
of the sets are either together equal to ϕ or not, then the set contains α- rough fuzzy 
equivalence. 

d. α- Approximate Rough Fuzzy Equivalence: When cutt of upper 
approximations of two sets are equal and cutt of lower approximations of the sets 
are together equal to ϕ or not equal to ϕ. This type of equality is known as α-
approximate rough fuzzy equivalence. 
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The concept of rough fuzzy equality reduce to rough approximate equality when the sets X 
and Y are of crisp nature because the” cut ” for any fixed 0  have those elements 
which are in crisp form only. 
 

5.3.1 Comparisons 
In this subsection rough fuzzy equalities are compared parallel to those of rough equalities of 
crisp sets and are enumerated as 

(a) Two fuzzy sets are lower approximately equal iff they have same Support  

set of lower approximation. This condition holds only in selective caseswhen 
membership values are equal after and fromα. As this property is considered for 
rough fuzzy equal and approximately rough fuzzy equal, so such cases have lesser 
utility than the corresponding rough fuzzy equivalence. 

(b) If there is freedom in defining equalities in approximate sense then, two upper 
approximations are equal. It is obvious that upper approximations are being 
together equal to universal set or not, but sometimes this result doesn’t seems true. 

(c) The approximate rough fuzzy equivalence is the third equality, considered as the 
best and natural type but not unconvincing.  

(d) Worst rough fuzzy equality among the four type is the fourth one.  
 

5. Rough Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets  

 
Definition 6.1 [1]: “If X is a universal set and XA  , then set “A” on X is a set having the 

form },:)(),(,{  XxxxxA AA  where ]1,0[:)( XxA , ]1,0[:)( XxA  

and Xxxx AA  ,1)()(0  , is called intuitionistic fuzzy set.” 

Here, )(xA and )(xA denote respectively the degree of membership and non-membership 

of each elements Xx . The complementary set CA of A is defined as  

}.:)(),(,{  XxxxxA AA
C   

The amount )}()({1)( xxx AAA   is called degree of hesitancy and when 

0)( xA  , “A” becomes a fuzzy set. 

Definition 6.2 [40]: If (U, R) be an approximation space and }.....,,,{/ 321 nXXXXRU  , 

then for any XRUIFX ),( and XR , the lower approximations and upper approximations 

of X w.r.t “R” are intuitionistic fuzzy sets in U.  

 Hence, we get  ],1,0[/:, RUXRXR such that 

)())(( yMXInfXXRM
jXyj  and )())(( yNXSupXXRN

jXyj   ,                      

(6.1) 

and 
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)())(( yMXSupXXRM
jXyj  and .,.....,3,2,1),())(( njyNXInfXXRN

jXyj               

(6.2) 

Thus, we have ))(),(( XRNXRMXR  and ))(),(( XRNXRMXR  , where ),( XRXR is 

called a rough intuitionistic fuzzy set associated with X.”   

Example 6.1: Let },,,,,,,{ 87654321 uuuuuuuuU  be a universal set with eight elements 

and R is an equivalence relation on U  such that )},(),,,,(),,{(/ 87654321 uuuuuuuuRU 
and X is a fuzzy set defined on U given by 

)}2.0,7.0,(),0,1,(),8.0,0.(),3.0,6.0,(),4.0,4.0,(),2.0,7.0,(),1.0,8.0,(),7.0,2.0,{( 87654321 uuuuuuuuX 
.Then we have,  

)}2.0,7.0,(),2.0,7.0,(),8.0,0.(),8.0,0,(),8.0,0,(),8.0,0,(),7.0,2.0,(),7.0,2.0,{()( 87654321 uuuuuuuuXR IF 

)}0,1,(),0,1,(),2.0,7.0.(),2.0,7.0,(),2.0,7.0,(),2.0,7.0,(),1.0,8.0,(),1.0,8.0,{()( 87654321 uuuuuuuuXR IF 

. Hence the pair ),( XRXR is called rough intuitionistic fuzzy set over U.  

 

6.1 Properties of Rough Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set  
 
Let )(),( 21 FRFR be two rough intuitionistic fuzzy sets in X, then the following properties 

holds: 

(a) )(),( 21 FRFR are equal if and only if )()( 2111 FRFR  and )}.()( 2212 FRFR   

(b) )( 1FR is a subset of )( 2FR if and only if )()( 2111 FRFR  and )}.()( 2212 FRFR   

(c) Union of two rough intuitionistic fuzzy sets is given by 

)}.()(()),()({()()( 2212211121 FRFRFRFRFRFR   

(d) Intersection   of two rough intuitionistic fuzzy sets is given by 

)}.()(()),()({()()( 2212211121 FRFRFRFRFRFR   

(e) Similarly, two rough intuitionistic fuzzy sets are added and  given by             

)}.()(()),()({()()( 2212211121 FRFRFRFRFRFR 
 

 
6.2 Approximate Equality using Rough Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets 
 

As in case of rough equalities and rough fuzzy equalities four type of approximate equalities 
for rough intuitionistic fuzzy sets is also defined. Let us consider X and Y to be rough 

intuitionistic fuzzy set. Let ),( XRNXRMXR  , ),( XRNXRMXR  be respectively the 

lower and upper approximation of X and ),( RNYRMYR  , ),( YRNYRMYR  are the 

lower and upper approximation of Y respectively. The corresponding rough intuitionistic 

fuzzy sets on U are IFIFIFIF YRXRYRXR )(,)(,)(,)( . “ cut),(  ” for any intuitionistic 

fuzzy set A is defined by })(,)(:{,   xNAxMAxA . The approximate equality for 

rough intuitionistic fuzzy sets are  
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a. (α,β) –Rough Intuitionistic Fuzzy Equality: When cut),(  of upper and lower 

approximations of two sets are equal then it can be said that the set contains(α,β) –
Rough Intuitionistic Fuzzy Equality. 

b. (α,β)-Approximate Rough Intuitionistic Fuzzy Equality: When cut),(   of 

lower approximations of two sets are equal and cut),(  of upper approximations 

are either together equal to universal set or not, then the set contains (α, β) -
approximate rough intuitionistic fuzzy equality. 

c. (α,β)-Rough Intuitionistic Fuzzy Equivalence: When cut),(  of upper 

approximations of two sets are either together equal to universal set or not and 
cut),(  of lower approximations of the sets are either together equal to ϕ or not, 

then the set contains (α, β)- rough intuitionistic fuzzy equivalence. 
d. (α,β)-Approximate Rough Intuitionistic Fuzzy Equivalence: When cut),(  of 

upper approximations of two sets are equal and cut),(  of lower approximations 

of the sets are together equal to ϕ or not equal to ϕ. This type of equality is known as 
),(  approximate rough intuitionistic fuzzy equivalence. 

In case A is a fuzzy set we have )(1)( xMAxNA  ,   1 and  AA ,)( . Hence 

equalities for rough intuitionistic fuzzy set reduce to equalities for rough fuzzy set. As there 
are two control parameters α and β with users and J),(     so there are infinite ways to 

talk about the approximate equalities of two intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Also when 0 , rough 

equalities for crisp sets are obtained. 
 

6.  Conclusions 
 

In recent years, the researchers working in rough set theory have been very active  worldwide 
and made important contributions. Many complicated problems in real life, economics, 
medical sciences, meteorological study, data mining, etc. can be solved using rough set. 
Tripathy et al. [38] extended approximate equalities of rough sets described by Tripathy [39] 
to rough fuzzy equalities by using the hybridization technique. Actually, they have introduced 
the notion of levelled approximate equalities so that the level of approximate equalities can be 
defined and applied by the user easily.     
 
In the present paper the concepts of rough, fuzzy rough and rough fuzzy sets are studied. A 
review on rough set theory and its aspects namely theoretical, application and algorithmic are 
discussed in brief. Academic activities related to rough set theory are also given. Further, 
generalisation of rough set that is fuzzy rough set is discussed and a fuzzy rough information 
measure is proposed axiomatically. The measure is proposed corresponding to Jiang et al. [13] 
entropy for interval valued fuzzy soft set illustrated with a numerical example. Proper rough 
approximation of fuzzy set and tool to reduce ambiguity in its boundary region is described. 
Rough fuzzy set with its approximate equalities and approximate rough equalities are also 
explained. The concept of rough intuitionistic fuzzy set and its approximate equalities are also 
studied.  
 
Thus, it can be concluded that rough set theory has made applications almost in every area of 
research. This theory not only deals with vague and uncertain data but also optimizes the 
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existing computing methods. There are still many real life problems needed to be discussed 
based on rough set theory. It is a very fast developing tool to deal with decision making 
problems.  
 
Most of the applications of rough set were done at research level and it is out of reach for 
laymen. Effort should be made so that everyone will take advantage of this theory. As rough 
set theory has very wide area, so separate department may be established, where researchers 
may study new techniques and methods and apply to solve day to day problems. People can 
register their problems via phone or mail or through any other method to get low risk solutions 
for their problems. Thus, this will promote rough set theory at primary level. Strategies for 
tuning parameters of approximation spaces are crucial for inducing concept approximations of 
high quality. Methods proposed in rough set approach are to general methods used to KDD 
problems lik.e feature selection, feature extraction 
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